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Our personalized mastery programs are designed to:

- **Address learner variability** by rapidly and effectively assessing and placing each student on a continuously adapting individual learning pathway.

- **Provide differentiated direct instruction**, guided practice, and just-in-time formative feedback, leading each student to mastery.

- **Monitor student growth and proficiency** through dynamically generated, real-time Dashboards with actionable recommendations to inform instruction.

Learn More! AgeofLearning.com/Schools

Pre-K Through 2nd Grade

Personalized, Adaptive Learning on a Whole New Level

My Math Academy®  My Reading Academy™

Meets ESSER/Title Funding Criteria
Are you sweeping benefits compliance under the rug?

American Fidelity helps employers keep their benefits program compliant. We break down legislation with customer communications and walk through relative updates to your Section 125 Plan. Leave the research to us, we’ll help you stay informed.

Partner with us for customized compliance assistance.
- Plan Document Maintenance
- Employee Election Forms
- Waiver Acknowledgement

We can help!
Contact me today.

brian.david@americanfidelity.com
724-322-4812

Scan to find out how we can help!
americanchfidelity.com/experience

American Fidelity Assurance Company

2023 VASS BUSINESS DIRECTORY
Reach your community instantly. Anywhere, anytime.

Update your school's website, app, social media and alerts right from your phone.

www.apptegy.com
Perfect Scores and an “All-Green” Rating from EdReports

*Magnetic Reading Foundations* for Grades K–2, grounded in the Science of Reading, has earned perfect scores and an “all-green” rating from EdReports in all Gateways of the rigorous Foundational Skills category. These perfect scores—the first given by EdReports to a foundational skills program—verify the program’s alignment to standards and research-based practices that help teachers deliver the explicit, systematic foundational skills instruction necessary to build fluent readers and accelerate student achievement.

Visit MagneticReading.com/K-2 to learn more.

Steve McBride  
Educational Sales Consultant—VA & WV  
SMcBride@cainc.com | (304) 536-6001
What if data analytics was easier?

Uncover new insights with your already-existing data using tools that simplify the process.

See just how easy data analytics can be:

FrontlineEducation.com/analytics-software
Science of Reading Decodables
Accelerate Districtwide Achievement!

Meet Decodable Text Requirements
Under the Virginia Literacy Act!

Classroom Libraries
Take-Home Decodable Packs

Strengthens Caregiver Engagement
QR codes on each decodable lead to Video Phonics Lessons in Spanish and English.

Aligns to Your Phonics Curriculum
With 400+ titles, our decodables align to all phonics programs including LETRS and UFLI.

Reinforces Phonics in School and at Home
Take-Home Decodable Packs support small group instruction and continued learning at home.

Just Right Reader has put together high-quality decodable text sets...They are durable, relevant, and have fun illustrations that our kids love. These readers are a must-have in every classroom.

Robyn Moore
Elementary Literacy Coordinator
WJCC Public Schools

Request a Sample!
Scan the QR code to learn more.
Imagine Learning is igniting breakthroughs to make student success possible.

imaginelearning

Discover how at imaginelearning.com
Superior customer service, delivered districtwide

Take customer service from a bullet point on your strategic plan to a core value in your district with our comprehensive suite of customer service solutions for schools.

Let’s Talk
A cloud-based customer service and intelligence platform and chatbot that helps you deliver and measure superior customer service to your school community

Professional Development
Interactive virtual and in-person workshops to help to uplevel your school staff’s customer service skills

Managed Research
Expert-led research services to help you identify gaps and opportunities impacting school culture and student success

Engage
A DIY survey solution with over 50 customizable survey templates built for K-12 school districts to help you understand stakeholder needs and concerns

Visit bit.ly/K12customerservice to learn how to increase parent satisfaction, maintain enrollment, and build community trust and support in your school district.

k12insight.com  703-542-9600  @K12insight  linkedin.com/company/k12-insight
OneDigital is thrilled to be VASS’s new Senior Partner.

What truly distinguishes OneDigital as a leading insurance, financial services, and HR consulting advisory firm is our holistic approach to creating environments that enable people to do their best work and live their best lives. OneDigital understands that School Divisions face rising insurance costs while still struggling to attract/retain talent. This is why we use proprietary software to provide accurate and predictable insurance consulting projections for those core benefits that impact your bottom line and incorporate solutions to improve retention. While voluntary benefits may be the focus of other providers, OneDigital has the expertise in alternative funding strategies, best-in-class analytics, and an in-house actuarial team.

OneDigital has a track record of providing cost-saving solutions to school divisions. This has been achieved through creative funding strategies, rate holds, and exclusive partnerships with various carriers. One of these exclusive partnerships is through VACORP and Anthem Life. OneDigital is responsible for the inception of the Virginia Local Disability Program (VLDP) which is through the Virginia Retirement System (VRS). Our team of fierce advocates negotiated a 5-year locked rate, including short-term and long-term disability benefits. Your division may already work with us in this capacity, as we currently serve over 270 public sector entities in the VLDP program.

OUR SOLUTIONS FOR EMPLOYERS

MANAGE
Talent Planning
Recruiting
Development & Training

SUPPORT
Benefits & Compensation
Total Wellbeing
Productivity
Retirement Readiness

ENGAGE
Culture
Education & Fiduciary
Literacy
Communications

PROTECT
Compliance
Workplace Safety
Operational Continuity
Cyber Security

Sarah Anne Struckmann
Business Development Executive
sarah.struckmann@onedigital.com
434-987-2240

At OneDigital, we harness the power of one to solve complex challenges for businesses and people. Scan the code to the left to watch the video and learn more.
Students physically experience real-world contexts by being immersed in compelling + socially relevant problems.

They use tactile graphs to record the mathematical relationships they experience.

And visualize different representations of core concepts.

To create and interpret equations and solve problems in context.

**VR CONTENT MODULES** for students to deepen their understanding of core concepts through real-world problem solving across middle school math, Algebra 1, Geometry, Algebra 2, Biology, Chemistry and Physics.

**SYNCHRONOUS DATA DASHBOARD** allows teachers to monitor and make strategic interventions, while our 3D virtual assistant provides just-in-time feedback at key moments of struggle.

**FULL SUITE OF LESSON MATERIALS** for teachers to seamlessly integrate Prisms into their curriculum for high-impact learning.

**ONGOING PD AND CLASSROOM COACHING** to train educator workforce in using natural interfaces and spatial computing tools to drive deep thinking and enduring fluencies in foundational math and science.

**THE PRISMS LEARNING ARC**
Financial wellness, one of the biggest challenges for employees, is defined as, “being confident in your financial situation, able to withstand unexpected expenses and enjoy a financially secure future.”

Employees have many financial needs — meeting everyday expenses, paying off debt, saving for emergencies, paying for healthcare and saving for retirement — but there’s only so much money to go around.

A well-crafted financial wellness program may be the answer. No matter where your employees are in their journey, Horace Mann will be with them every step of the way.

---

**General Financial Wellness**
- Student Loan Solutions
- Managing Debt
- Financial Success
- DonorsChoose

**Women’s Financial Wellness**
- Women and Retirement
- Why Women Need Life Insurance
- Financial Success for Women

**Retirement**
- On the road to retirement
- Millennials and financial wellness
- State Teachers’ Retirement System
- Retirement Income

---

*Long-time VASS corporate supporter, Horace Mann, has been helping school district employees with financial wellness since 1945. Contact your local representative to learn more.*

---

1. **LIMRA, “A Measure of Financial Wellness”** 2020

The information provided here is for general informational purposes only, and should not be considered a recommendation or investment, tax or legal advice. DonorsChoose is not an affiliate of Horace Mann. Horace Mann Life Insurance Company underwrites Horace Mann life insurance products.

Horace Mann’s Student Loan Solutions program includes services provided by an independent third party, Tuition.io. Horace Mann is an independent company not affiliated with the Department of Education or the federal government. No assistance provided by Horace Mann constitutes official action for purposes of student loan forgiveness programs or guaranteed results.

Horace Mann is not affiliated with state teachers’ retirement systems, and the content of its workshops has not been endorsed or approved by state teachers’ retirement systems.
MOSELEY ARCHITECTS


Pictured: J. R. Tucker High School, Henrico, Virginia
Pierce Group Benefits is a full-service employee benefits administration and consulting agency specializing in Education Entities across Virginia.

By leveraging market strength, exclusive partnerships, and industry expertise, we deliver trusted advice, products, and solutions that help our clients attract and retain employees, as well as overcome everyday barriers and challenges.

Benefit Solutions:

- Health
- Dental
- Vision
- FSA/HSA
- Cancer
- Accident
- Medical Bridge
- Disability
- Critical Illness
- Life
- Student Loan Assistance Program
- Telemedicine
- EAP
- Pet
- Legal
- ID Theft

Your goals are our goals:

☑ Expanded Options
  • Self-Funded & Fully-Insured Plans
☑ Optimized Savings
☑ Increased Engagement
☑ Enhanced Education
☑ Solidified Loyalty
☑ Efficiency Development
☑ Increased Accessibility

Virginia, together we can do more.
Right At School is a trusted partner to over 650 schools across the nation. From staff hiring to implementation to registration, parent support, safety plans, and more. We take care of everything so you don't have to!

A place to learn, play & grow
Fully-managed & hassle free

- 180+ STEM-based curriculum activities
- Daily homework support
- Team sports & classic playground games
- Activities designed to build lifelong social skills
- Student led community service projects
- Music, art, drama and so much more!

Let's get started!
Call us at 855-AT-SCHOOL or visit our website to schedule a chat with a member of our partnership team.

Right At School.com
They’ll stay calm, cool, and comfortable. No matter what’s on the test.

This is one smart class, and one smart classroom. Because it’s outfitted with a Bard HVAC system that scores an A+ in performance, with easy, affordable installation, low operating costs, and individual control. Available in both interior and exterior configurations, Bard’s units blend quiet operation with useful functionality like dry erase and magnetic boards, all built with our legendary quality assurance.

Our innovations in education have made Bard the Classroom Preferred™ HVAC system. And it’s been that way since the day we set foot on school grounds.

Breathe easy. You’ve got Bard.
Benchmark Advance 2022 is approved by the Virginia Literacy Partnership (VDOE/UVA Review Committee). For submission to Virginia Board of Education for final approval.

**High-Quality Instructional Materials for Every Student**

- Explicit phonics and comprehension lessons based on the Science of Reading
- Systematic instruction linked to authentic reading and writing practice
- Vertically aligned units that build knowledge, vocabulary, skills, and perspectives

Core Reading Program in **English**

**Benchmark Advance**

**Benchmark Phonics Intervention**

Intensive Tier 3 Intervention

**BBC Decodables™**

Provide Critical and Meaningful Practice

To learn more about these Science of Reading-based programs, contact **Reed O’Brien: Reed@obrienassociates.com • Phone: 804-337-1310**

Come see us at the VASS Literacy Act Panel on April 24 at 1:25 p.m.!
Supporting All Learners

Providing direct academic and behavioral support services to meet the needs of your students and educators

Professional Learning
- New Teacher Training
- Literacy Support
- Science of Reading Framework
- Job Embedded Coaching
- School Transformation

Direct Academic Support
- ESY/Summer Learning
- High-Dosage Tutoring
- Targeted Intervention
- Compensatory Education

Partnership Classrooms
- Provide a therapeutic learning environment
- Serve students with intensive needs
- Enhance continuum of student services

Contact us for school year and summer programs:

Maxwell Levine
Director, School Partnerships
Ph: 609.922.4172
maxwell.levine@catapultlearning.com

Susan Dean, LCSW-C
Director, Strategic Partnerships
Ph: 301.466.1810
susan.dean@sesischools.com

www.catapultlearning.com
Supporting K12 education is an integral part of Grand Canyon University’s overall mission. We are committed to serving the unique needs within districts, charter schools, Christian schools, homeschools and educational organizations across the country.

Take advantage of the GCU resources provided for education leaders to develop your workforce from within.

**EMPLOYER SERVICES**
Join our GCU employer network Career Connections, which includes a digital job board for full-time and part-time positions, access to events and a variety of other resources and engagement opportunities, such as:
- Access to upcoming or recorded employer webinars. Topics include Writing Attractive Job Postings and Ways to Engage with GCU and Our Students.
- Employer resource library which includes video tutorials, best practices and frequently asked questions.
- Network with new talent and promote your organization virtually or on campus at a GCU career fair.
Learn more at gcu.edu/employers

**ONLINE COHORTS**
GCU uses a start-together, finish-together online cohort model to ensure that your staff can complete their program alongside their colleagues and peers.

**SCHOLARSHIP OPPORTUNITIES**
GCU tuition scholarships available for participant’s employees and/or members.

**LIVE LESSONS**
LIVE lessons are complimentary opportunities for 11th and 12th grade students and teachers to participate in hands-on activities specific to their content area of interest. Lessons are hosted through a virtual classroom presentation led by an expert teaching GCU curriculum. Reserve a classroom lesson or join one of our scheduled showtimes at gcu.edu/LIVELessons

**PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT**
Opportunities are led by experts in their respective fields and are designed to strengthen employee knowledge and motivation. Sessions are available in-person, on demand and virtually.

**DUAL ENROLLMENT**
GCU offers dual enrollment as an affordable and efficient way for high school and homeschool students to get a head start on earning their college degree. With the ease of credit transferability, students are able to learn college-level academic skills on an accelerated college pathway that may reduce time to graduation.

**TEST PREPARATION**
Complimentary certification and licensure test preparation workshops available for those pursuing careers where state and national testing is required. State-specific test prep options vary by location and availability. Example of sessions include:
- NES/Praxis for reading, writing and math
- NES Secondary for English, math or history at the high school level

**GCU-HOSTED INFORMATION MEETINGS**
Your local GCU counselor can coordinate information meetings as a group or one-on-one to walk through university admissions processes, financial aid, payment options and complimentary transcript evaluations.

**MEET GCU ADMINISTRATOR EVENTS**
Visit, tour and experience GCU’s vibrant and growing campus at no cost. While on campus, meet GCU leadership, college deans and counselors. Education leaders will have the opportunity to connect and learn with other industry influencers and develop ways to enhance education options for your students and employees through participant benefits.

**LEARN MORE BY CONTACTING YOUR GCU COUNSELOR:**
RJPatro
602-639-9218
robert.patro@gcu.edu

---

1 Restrictions for travel reimbursement may apply.

Grand Canyon University is accredited by the Higher Learning Commission (hlcommission.org), an institutional accreditation agency recognized by the U.S. Department of Education. Please note, not all GCU programs are available in all states and in all learning modalities. Program availability is contingent on student enrollment. Important policy information is available in the University Policy Handbook at gcu.edu/academicpolicies.php. The information printed in this material is accurate as of JULY 2022. For the most up-to-date information about admission requirements, tuition, scholarships and more, visit gcu.edu. ©2023 Grand Canyon University22C0000273
EVERY 2.33 DAYS
LAST YEAR A DISTRICT SELECTED THE
INFINITE CAMPUS
STUDENT INFORMATION SYSTEM.

Are you ready for a new SIS?
See why districts are choosing Infinite Campus as
their all-in-one system.

infinitecampus.com/demo

Leon Hawes, Regional Sales & Client Success Manager
631-235-5391 | lhawes@customtech.com
Tailored Voluntary Benefits

Would you be interested if...
We could save you and your employees time and money while enhancing your voluntary benefits program?

Inspiring Solutions
♦ Section 125 Plans
♦ Tailored Benefit Plan Designs
♦ Best-in-Class Plans
♦ Higher Participation
♦ Concierge Service
♦ Time-saving Technology

Discover how Pierce Insurance can “benefit” you!
♦ Take advantage of our buying power ♦

Did you know…
You have the ability to piggy-back onto our existing contracts through Cooperative Procurement.
Virginia Public Procurement Act § 2.2-4304(A)

To learn more…
www.pierceins.com

Lonnie T. Pierce, III
President/CEO
(m) 252-725-3064
lonnie@pierceins.com

PIERCe INSURANCE
Employee Benefits Specialists Since 1955
Rivermont schools and Your Life ABA clinics offer tailored education, programming, and environments that meets the individual abilities and needs of children and young adults. Our schools serve students ages 5-21 and clients ages 3+.

In 15 locations throughout Virginia, Rivermont schools are licensed by the Virginia Department of Education, and all class credits earned are fully transferable. All schools are accredited by the Virginia Association of Independent Specialized Education Facilities (VAISEF) and Cognia.

Located in the same building for easy access, Your Life ABA clinics staff work exclusively in the autism and related disability community. Our expert team of licensed behavioral analysts, behavior technicians, and other support staff have the experience needed to build success for our clients.

For more information, please visit newstoryschools.com/locations-overview/virginia and yourlifeaba.com
DESIGNING THE FUTURE...
ONE SCHOOL AT A TIME.

RRMM ARCHITECTS
We take a unique approach to every design

Stantec

Design with community in mind
stantec.com/k-12
Know the Science of Math to Accelerate Learning

Early math skills are the number one predictor of later academic success. When students leverage the brain’s innate spatial-temporal reasoning ability to solve mathematical problems then deep conceptual understanding occurs.

With ST Math, schools see proven, repeatable results.

Early math skills are the number one predictor of later academic success. When students leverage the brain’s innate spatial-temporal reasoning ability to solve mathematical problems then deep conceptual understanding occurs.

Early math skills are the number one predictor of later academic success. When students leverage the brain’s innate spatial-temporal reasoning ability to solve mathematical problems then deep conceptual understanding occurs.

With ST Math, schools see proven, repeatable results.

Play to LEARN math. Learn to LOVE math.

Try it today at stmath.com/play

mindeducation.org
Experience a whole new way to think about risk.

Established in 1993, VAcorp is here for you as your one-stop provider of risk coverages and services. We’re changing how school divisions manage risk with smarter coverages designed specifically for you, unmatched price transparency and stability, and an experienced team that understands what you need.

We’ve got you covered.

**Strength in numbers**
With 126 school divisions as members, we provide coverage to more schools across the commonwealth than any other provider. We know the complexity of the risks you face, and we know how to respond.

**Unparalleled stability**
Comfort and peace of mind are as important to us as they are to you, so our driving motivation is your stability – stability of pricing, continuity of experience, reliability of service. These are all critical components of our commitment to our valued members. It’s a commonsense approach that is all too uncommon these days.

**Member-led approach**
We work closely with our membership to identify exposures and provide coverages that make real sense. We’ve hired former school principals and superintendents and other career public service leaders and paired them with industry experts who understand how to develop creative, expansive coverages designed for today’s risks and tomorrow’s. And we offer a slate of useful services and training that can help members avoid losses before they even materialize.

For more information about this program, please contact 888-822-6772 www.VAcorp.org
Increase learning equity in your school

**Classroom Audio**
Allows a teacher’s voice to reach every student, no matter where they sit in the classroom.

**IPB Communication**
Reach intended audience without disrupting other students’ learning.

**Classroom Safety**
Provide sense of safety to students and teachers so they can focus on learning.

**Classroom Cameras**
Learning opportunities for teachers and students, even when not on campus.

Chris Clayville  
Regional Sales Director  
Chris.Clayville@AudioEnhancement.com

www.AudioEnhancement.com
Professional Learning Connected

Support educators across your district with a complete ecosystem of authentic learning experiences and high-quality, research-based content when it’s needed most.

BL Connect
Self-Directed Courses

Job-Embedded
1:1 Coaching

Deep-Dive Workshops

Supportive Learning Walks

Start creating your PD journey

betterlesson.com

Bryan Lepri
Regional VP of Sales

Susan Provost
Director of Partnerships
We work alongside school districts to quickly connect students, staff, and their families to mental health care matched to their needs.

"I thank Care Solace for bringing back my smile."

- Kayla E.
Care Solace Client

Meet the rising needs for mental health support.

Access 24/7/365 multilingual support
Increase connection to care & track referrals
Save 60+ communications per staff referral

For more information:
www.caresolace.org
k12partnerships@caresolace.org
Fall 2022 School Safety Trends
January 2023

Our CrisisAlert system empowers teachers and administrators to act and respond with confidence in every situation, from the everyday to the extreme. When educators and children feel safe and secure, they can get back to focusing on their goals: learning and academic achievement.

Learn about the latest trends in school safety incidents and how to improve safety for your school community with CENTEGIX’s Fall 2022 School Safety Trends Report.

Download your free copy today.
We clear the path to college.

It’s our mission to make sure every student who wants to go to college has a clear path to get there. So everything we offer—from classes to tests to scholarships—is all about giving more students more access to more opportunities.
Save on Your Energy Bills and Go Green!!

CCEC member benefits:

1. Immediate savings from switching over to CCEC for electricity and/or gas supply.
2. No cost, no obligation on-site renewable energy analysis and presentation of potential savings.
3. Access to long term, renewable energy through our coalition-empowered development process.

How CCEC Helps Virginia Schools

The Commonwealth Clean Energy Consortium (CCEC) is a nonprofit renewable energy coalition created and owned by the Virginia Association of School Superintendents. CCEC’s revolutionary programs are available to school districts to offer significant savings on energy costs.

CCEC’s structure is built to provide maximum short-term and long-term savings which are contractually guaranteed. Members can begin saving money on their current electricity costs right away, with the ability to leverage renewable resources to drive rates down even further. This innovative energy approach allows valuable resources to be reinvested back into the core missions of CCEC members, including VASS. CCEC is able to develop on-site solar, as well as facilitate large projects to supply the consortium. This program is very exciting and full of immense benefits for communities across Virginia.

Contact CCEC Today!

To begin, simply send last month’s utility bills to Haj Young at Haj@commonwealthclean-energy.org or call (804) 214-6555. Please reach out to us with any questions.

Econergy is the program manager for CCEC, helping to maximize savings to support the valuable mission of VASS and its members.
The common thread running through all of our projects is our "Client-Oriented" approach to architectural services. This approach is collaborative and engages all project stakeholders, including students, teachers and the community; making certain the end result is successful in function, well-executed and in harmony with their environment. Manheim Township Middle School meets the demands of Student Centered Learning; providing multiple collaborative and flexible spaces which can be adapted to meet small and large group instruction allowing student collaboration and discovery.

Charlottesville, VA  |  www.cra-architects.com
Core and supplemental science solutions that inspire active learning and impactful teaching

Discovery Education’s PK-12 learning platform, Pivot Interactives, and Mystery Science all offer high-interest, standards-aligned science content. Engage students with hands-on lessons that will illuminate the “a-ha moments” and support teachers with easy-to-use, student-led activities that will save time at every stage of learning!

Grab-and-go PK-12 cross-curricular digital content, grab-and-go lessons, and teaching tools—all in one secure place!

Supplemental online science curriculum for grades 6-12 that delivers 500+ interactive, phenomena-based, standards-aligned activities!

Teach K-5 students how to think like scientists as they explore kid-driven questions and amazing phenomena through visuals and personal storytelling!

Take the first step in your journey at DiscoveryEducation.com!
K-12 EDUCATION design

Designing schools that tell your story.

listen.DESIGN.deliver
Connect with Us | dlrgroup.com
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Significant math and reading gains in 1 hour per week
Help Virginia students accelerate math and reading growth with personalized, proven solutions.

Help students succeed in math no matter where they start.
Personalize K-8 math learning with supplemental curriculum that is more than just instructional support software. DreamBox Math is intelligently adaptive to ensure all students stay motivated and receive the right instruction at the right time, from day one.

A comprehensive solution for readers at every level.
From phonics and phonemic awareness to fluency and comprehension, DreamBox Reading is aligned to the Science of Reading and ensures students in every grade have the support they need to become proficient readers.

Professional Development experts ready to support your needs.
Receive professional development that’s flexible, relevant, and engaging. DreamBox Learning Professional Development offers a range of courses—in live and self-paced formats—to meet the learning needs of your entire staff.

Discover more at www.dreambox.com
Founded in innovation, we are committed to being educators’ most trusted partner in creating successful student outcomes everywhere learning occurs.

- Accelerate unfinished learning
- Benchmark learner needs and boost mastery
- Integrate robust digital curriculum and remote learning options
- Support the whole learner with SEL

www.edmentum.com | 800.447.5286
SCHOOLS GROW WHEN PEOPLE GROW.

At Education Elements we believe that schools grow when people grow. Over the past ten years, we have supported the growth of Virginia leaders by helping them tackle some of their largest challenges such as personalizing the learning experience for every student, authoring a new Strategic Plan, or rethinking how to recruit and retain teachers. We are on a mission to shape a more equitable and just future by changing how people design for each student’s potential - join us!

Featured Clients

CONNECT WITH US
www.edelements.com
Kaitlyn@edelements.com
Research & Evidence Based Programs

Equitable Access

Multi-Tiered Support

Ecosystem Agnostic

Integrated & Connected

FEVTutor.com | edu@fevtutor.com | 📱 | 🌐 | 🔗 | @FEVTutor
Think Connected.
The Best Assessment, Core, Supplemental, Intervention, and Professional Learning

HMH® connected teaching and learning solutions put your assessment, core instruction, supplemental practice, and professional learning in one place. Educators, students, and families can teach and learn at school, at home, and anywhere in between when you think connected.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt | hmhco.com

Amira Learning® is a trademark of Amira Learning, Inc. Writable® is a registered trademark of Writable, Inc. WILEY and WILEYPLUS are trademarks or registered trademarks of John Wiley & Sons, Inc. HMH Into Reading®, HMH Into Literature®, HMH Into Math®, HMH Go Math!, HMH AGA®, HMH Science®, HMH Into Social Studies®, Waggle®, Teacher’s Corner®, Math 180®, Read 180®, Saxon®, English 3D®, Literacy Solutions®, Math Solutions®, HMH®, and Houghton Mifflin Harcourt® are trademarks or registered trademarks of Houghton Mifflin Harcourt. © Houghton Mifflin Harcourt. All rights reserved. 10.22 FSMB1684

For more information, contact your HMH Account Executive.

Angie Clendenon         Robin Lauver                           Ali Savage
angela.clendenon@hmhco.com   robin.lauver@hmh.com     alison.savage@hmhco.com

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt | hmhco.com
Kloud-12’s MoreView is out of the way and always ready for use, making it easier than ever to fully benefit from your classroom video solution. Teachers control recordings through a simple to use browser application.

MoreView™
360° Classroom Video

- Increase instructional equity.
- Live stream and record lessons simultaneously.
- Transform self-reflection and coaching.
- Improve classroom management. Reduce teacher attrition.

Kloud-12 takes the complexity out of classroom video. The effective use of video in the classroom elevates instruction to new heights.

MoreVoice™
Wireless Classroom Audio™

- Level the field for all learners, in-person & virtual.
- Increase attention and time on task.
- Balance the social-emotional climate.
- Increase participation, engagement, and outcomes.

Kloud-12 offers fully-immersive, studio-quality sound for the classroom. The effective use of high fidelity audio improves instruction and learning for all students.

*Stands alone, or as the perfect companion to MoreView, for the ultimate experience in classroom video.

GET A LIVE DEMO!
www.kloud-12.com
sales@kloud-12.com
1.888.498.8416
At Lexia®, we believe literacy can and should be for all.

We know our Structured Literacy solutions, along with the countless hours that teachers and administrators dedicate, will change the path of students’ lives... forever.

That’s why Lexia is all for literacy.
Mark III Employee Benefits

Your Trusted Benefits Partner

Mark III Employee Benefits has been a family owned, operated, and licensed Brokerage & Consulting firm since 1973. Currently, we serve over 150 public sector clients and insure over 300,000 employees throughout Virginia, Tennessee, South Carolina, North Carolina, Georgia, and Florida. We provide best-in-class voluntary benefits and medical consulting to public sector clients while understanding and evaluating the needs and desires of their employees. Mark III is qualified to evaluate, design, implement, manage, and enhance your overall benefits program.

We are committed to becoming Your Trusted Benefits Partner.

Services/Areas of Expertise:

- Medical Consulting
- Customized Voluntary Benefits
- Online Enrollment Platforms
- Employee Communication
- Compliance Updates
- Wellness Programs
- Benefit Administration
- Bill Reconciliation

Connect With Us!
(800) 532-1044
trustus@markiiieb.com
markiiieb.com/
Newsela for Virginia

When Virginia teachers need accessible, flexible, engaging and standards-aligned content, they turn to Newsela.

“Newsela’s resources bring strength to the work of teachers to plan and implement quality learning experiences for students, integrating core content skills and even social emotional learning across the curricula.”

Dr. Pam Moran
VaSCL Executive Director

Accelerate Learning for Virginia Students

- Accommodate the disciplinary literacy and SEL needs of all students equitably to address unfinished learning
- Grounded instruction in inquiry and analysis aligned to New History and Social Study SOLs
- Shed light on unheard perspectives and provide a comprehensive look at Virginia’s complex history
- Increase the cultural proficiency of Virginia’s educator workforce through culturally relevant teaching pedagogy

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT HTTPS://NEWSELA.COM/ABOUT/SOLUTIONS/FOR-YOUR-STATE/VIRGINIA/

Chelsea Courtney
Virginia District Partner
chelsea.courtney@newsela.com

Grace Shealy
Virginia School Partner
grace.shealy@newsela.com
Ideal conditions for teaching and learning do not develop by accident

Foster equitable, lasting change in your school community by partnering with NWEA School Improvement. Our model utilizes the proven 5Essentials® Framework from UChicago Impact®—focused on creating and sustaining the most essential conditions for learning.

Get started at NWEA.org/school-improvement.
**Curriculum Overview:**

**Content Alignment**
- Our nonprofit’s mission: to improve education equity and ensure every student, in every classroom, receives a quality education. We do this by providing top-rated curriculum for free as open educational resources (OER) and supporting schools with key implementation services from print to professional learning.
- Open Educational Resources (OER) are freely accessible. Districts using our curricula can channel their savings on content towards investments in professional development, instructional coaching, and other teaching and learning supports.

**Learn More:**
- Curriculum-specific print, digital, and Professional Learning is available to support implementation.
- Access Open Up Resources Curriculum Online: access.openupresources.org/curricula

**Core Math**
- Open Up Resources K-5 Math: Fosters mathematical community and designed to encourage communication and development of problem solving and reasoning skills.
- Open Up 6-8 Math: Top-rated by EdReports, this problem-based curriculum is authored by Illustrative Mathematics.
- High School Math: An engaging, problem-based curriculum designed to help students understand mathematics as a coherent whole.

**Core English Language Arts**
- EL Education K-8: Nationally-acclaimed, EdReports top-rated program that engages students in compelling science & social studies topics, fostering skill and knowledge acquisition.
- Bookworms K-5 Reading & Writing: Built upon abundant literacy research and designed to make excellent instruction and differentiation easier.
- Odell High School Literacy Program: Flexible, enriched curriculum designed to scaffold and elicit higher order thinking and analysis through authentic, high quality texts and tasks.

**Social Emotional Learning**
- Reading with Relevance: CASEL-certified, social-emotional learning program that easily integrates with existing ELA curriculum and guides students and teachers through the process of reading relevant, culturally diverse, socially and emotionally rich literature.

**Contact Us:**
- Tabitha Savage
tabitha.savage@openup.org
- OpenUpResources.org
Our trusted learning platform is available whenever students need practice, help and guidance. By providing resources that complement classroom instruction, we also expand teachers’ capacity to provide individualized learning opportunities in school and at home. Additionally, our dashboards and learning metrics help district leaders track and measure student progress.

**Academic support 24/7**

- **Live Help**
  Receive on-demand, online help from expert tutors with deep content knowledge across grades, subjects and languages.

- **Review Center**
  Get constructive feedback on a variety of writing assignments including lab reports, short-answer questions, college application essays, resumes and more.

**Interactive, independent practice**

- **Paper Missions**
  Encourage students to practice their math skills, acquire new knowledge and build confidence at their own pace.

- **Paper Reading**
  Ensure students are reading independently, accurately and voluminously, while teachers monitor reading fluency, vocabulary acquisition and practice time.

**Exploration and guidance for college and career readiness**

- **MajorClarity by Paper**
  Provide all students with access to academic planning, college and career readiness tools, work-based learning and micro-credentials.

Learn more at paper.co
Participate Learning is a force for good that connects teachers and students through comprehensive programs to foster human understanding and create peace around the world. Since 1987, we have partnered with schools and divisions to create global, cultural, and language connections that empower students to positively impact the world.

Our dual language programs create authentic, immersive, and equitable learning experiences for students. For more than 34 years, we have proudly supported more than 17,000 Ambassador Teachers from 75 countries as they deliver a world-class education to students. Ambassador Teachers unite our world through global learning while providing a culturally-rich learning environment that prepares students for the future.

Explore the impact dual language and Ambassador Teachers can have on your school by visiting our website: [https://content.participatelearning.com/vass-spring-2022](https://content.participatelearning.com/vass-spring-2022).
what if you could
process your payables
in only a few clicks

upload,
fund,
done.

it’s that
easy

PA payment automation | IA invoice automation

_paymerang_ | finance automation for the modern enterprise
Power better outcomes with a full suite of tools to drive student success.

SIS + LMS + Assessment + Talent + Analytics
Support Growth and Equitable Student Outcomes

**ACCURATE ASSESSMENT**
- Star Assessments
- Star Phonics
- myIGDIs for Preschool
- FastBridge
- DnA
- SchoolCity

**ENGAGING PRACTICE & INSTRUCTION**
- Accelerated Reader
- myON
- Freckle
- Lalilo
- Nearpod
- Flocabulary

**ACTIONABLE INSIGHTS**
- eduCLIMBER
- Schoolzilla

Learn more at [www.renaissance.com](http://www.renaissance.com)
Social, Emotional & Personal Wellness

Discover a comprehensive expert-developed wellness solution designed to meet the social emotional wellness needs of the whole school community.

Special Education

Develop independent learners by increasing communication and foundational skills for students with autism or related disabilities.

Multi-Tiered System of Supports

Rethink's MTSS Training provides professional development to help educators meet the Academic, Behavioral, and Social Emotional needs of the whole child, and promote a positive school culture and climate.

Vizzle

Easy-to-use K-12 academic curriculum that targets specific student learning goals and objectives.
Our Expertise ...

GENERAL CONTRACTING

PRECONSTRUCTION

PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP

SUSTAINABLE CONSTRUCTION

DESIGN BUILD

CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

S.B. Ballard is a general contracting firm based in the Mid-Atlantic. We offer construction management, design-build, general contracting, green building/LEED™, pre-construction, public-private partnership services and virtual design construction to an extensive list of clients throughout the Mid-Atlantic and Southeast.

www.sbballard.com  @SBBCC  @SBBCC  /www.linkedin.com/company/sbbcc/
Impact student attendance in as little as ten days

New Partner Results

K-12

10K ENROLLED
ADA IMPROVEMENT IN 2022-2023 7.38%

17K ENROLLED
ADA IMPROVEMENT IN 2022-2023 5.74%

19K ENROLLED
ADA IMPROVEMENT IN 2022-2023 4.76%

21K ENROLLED
ADA IMPROVEMENT IN 2022-2023 6.35%

Based on data from four S&A partner school districts in CA.

New partners can make improvements quickly - within 90 days of implementation!

All socioeconomic type districts have demonstrated immediate improvements implementing The Achievement Initiative.

See what a 10-day implementation can look like at your district.

Download our guide here

Schedule a demo with our attendance experts - sia-us.com/contact
Making Every Moment a Teachable Moment

We believe professional learning only works when it's collaborative, job-embedded, personalized, and frequent. Our integrated web and mobile platform breaks down the barriers of time and space, making it easy to have meaningful conversations around teaching and learning from anywhere at anytime.

- Private self-reflection
- Blended PLCs
- Blended PD
- Coaching and mentoring
- Assessment
- Peer Collaboration

And this is how we do it.

- Private, secure space for everyone
- iOS and Android mobile apps
- Time-stamp commenting
- Track analytics
- FERPA and COPPA compliant
- Give feedback in real-time with Synced Notes
- Customize frameworks and rubrics
- LMS integration
- edTPA Portfolio submission

Available anytime, anywhere...

Use your existing devices to capture and curate video and other evidence and provide real-time feedback.

Scan the QR code & www.sibme.com
Sun Tribe has become Virginia’s largest provider of solar power purchase agreements by working hand in hand with Superintendents, Facility Managers, School Boards, and elected officials across the Commonwealth. Whether you are considering solar for energy independence, to create utility bill savings, or for environmental reasons, let us show you what solar can do for you today.

Contact us for a free evaluation: contact@suntribesolar.com

Sun Tribe has become Virginia’s largest provider of solar power purchase agreements by working hand in hand with Superintendents, Facility Managers, School Boards, and elected officials across the Commonwealth. Whether you are considering solar for energy independence, to create utility bill savings, or for environmental reasons, let us show you what solar can do for you today.

Contact us for a free evaluation: contact@suntribesolar.com

Virginia schools are choosing solar.

You can, too.
VASS Free PURELL® Stand Promotion
With Purchase of 1 Case of Refills per Stand

The PURELL® brand is recognized for providing effective germ kill on surfaces and hands, and for creating formulations people can feel good about using.

The same innovative dispensing technology and trusted formulations are available in convenient stands, so you can place America’s #1 hand sanitizer brand where students and staff need it most.

When you place PURELL® stands at every entrance, students, staff and parents will immediately know they’re in good hands.

Effective dates: 4/1/2023-12/31/2023

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hand Sanitizer</th>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PURELL ES® Dispenser Floor Stand with Graphite Dispenser</td>
<td>20015776</td>
<td>1200 mL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PURELL® ES8 Advanced Hand Sanitizer Foam</td>
<td>10943252</td>
<td>1200 mL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For additional information, contact Shawn Wilkinson@shawn.wilkinson@veritivcorp.com
Our Commitment to Virginia’s Future

We’re dedicated to designing happy, healthy, high-performing places to learn. Reach out to us for more information!

VMDO is a proud Associate Partner of VASS.
VRSA is proud to offer school divisions the broadest liability and property coverages. Our liability insurance comes without mandatory deductibles or primary aggregates to ease our members’ worries.

Three of VRSA’s first five members were school divisions and remain so today, more than 40 years later. More than 300,000 students in Virginia attend school divisions covered by VRSA.

Your division purchases insurance - but does your division have coverage?
ARE YOUR TEACHERS OVERWHELMED?

K-12 INTERACTIVE CONTENT
MAPPED TO VA STANDARDS
ONE-TIME COST
LIFETIME DISTRICT LICENSE
SAVES TEACHERS TIME
VASS PARTNER DISCOUNTS

www.boardworkseducation.com
inquiries@boardworksed.com
When you partner with Champions, you get reliable before- and after-school care, preschool, and Champ Camp programs for seasonal breaks—all conveniently located on school grounds for students ages 3–12.

“Champions has been the most amazing partner to meet our district’s needs. They provide turnkey programming along with quality care and a focus on student learning, DEI, and SEL.”

—Nicole Kooiker, Deputy Superintendent, Cedar Rapids Community School District
At McGraw Hill, we are dedicated to driving learning growth for every student, especially the most vulnerable. Our digital solutions meet students where they are and take them where they need to go.

- **Smarty Ants**: A foundational literacy solution for emergent readers
- **Achieve3000 Literacy**: A literacy acceleration solution for grades 2-12
- **Actively Learn**: An ELA, science, and social studies curriculum platform for grades 3-12
- **ALEKS**: An adaptive math and science program for grades 3-12
- **Achieve3000 Math**: A personalized learning solution for grades 3-12

To learn more, call David Graham, Regional Director of Sales, at 301-569-3192 or Josh Voss, Personalized Learning Specialist, at 804-773-0580.
Committed to CLiENTS AND COMMUNITY

McGuireWoods addresses our clients’ legal and business challenges and the needs of their communities. We value skill, experience and dedication — and we put those qualities to work for our clients.

McGuireWoods is proud to support the Virginia Association of School Superintendents.

McGuireWoods
1,100 lawyers | 21 offices | www.mcguirewoods.com
Meeting the Legal Needs of Virginia Schools

At Sands Anderson, we understand the challenges facing school board members, superintendents, school division staff, and the many others who promote excellence in public education in Virginia.

Our School & Education Law Team represents school boards across the Commonwealth, collaborating across practice areas to support our clients’ complete legal needs.

Anne E. Mickey
Bradford A. King
LaRana J. Owens
Jason H. Ballum
Nicole S. Cheuk
Patrick T. Andriano
Lori M. Purvis
Pamela Y. O’Berry

sandsanderson.com
When you work with us, you’re at the center of a vast network of specialists dedicated to advising you on how to prepare for the unexpected with:

- **Retirement Plans** and **Private Wealth Management** to help you and your employees pursue personal financial goals with confidence.

- **Financial Wellness** and Education solutions to help ALL employees, from those that are surviving to thriving.

- **Investment Advisory Services** to help you protect taxpayer dollars and earn interest on normally idle dollars and bond proceeds.

To learn more, including 457(b), 403(b), 401(a), and & FICA Alternative solutions, please visit [www.tcgservices.com/VASS](http://www.tcgservices.com/VASS)

Investment advisory services offered through TCG Advisors, an SEC registered investment advisor. Insurance Services offered through HUB International. Recordkeeper and Third Party Administrator services offered through TCG Administrators, a HUB International Company. FinPath is offered through RPW Solutions.
Prepare students for success in academics and life

Foster purpose, belonging, and durable skills to drive meaningful outcomes for students:

- Improve mental health and well-being
- Drive academic achievement
- Enable success beyond the classroom

A comprehensive K-12 solution for schools and districts

Core Curriculum: A year of 20-30 minute lessons with less than 5 minutes of prep time

Activity Library: 1000+ plug-and-play activities

Collections: Curated lessons and activities to address today's most pressing challenges

Assessments: Track skill growth and receive content suggestions based on need

"Wayfinder has helped us build the connection and trust students need to learn...We use data from the Waypoints [assessment] to identify activities and lessons to address the areas students need more support."

Leatrice Woods, Assistant Principal Harrisonburg City Public Schools

To learn more, visit www.withwayfinder.com, or schedule a consultation >>
BALLOU JUSTICE UPTON ARCHITECTS
Fully Supports Virginia School Superintendents and the Success of Our Students. We are your Partner in Advocating for Dynamic Educational Opportunities for All Learners.

New Mecklenburg County Consolidated Middle-High School Complex Summer 2022

Bill Upton, AIA, REFP
804.270.0909
www.bjuarchitects.com
Support all students with a college and career pathway

Courses as unique as the interests of your students

Business Studies, Computer Science, Digital Media, Drama, Environmental Management, Global Perspectives & Research, Information Technology, Marine Science, Media Studies, Sociology, Sport & Physical Education, Thinking Skills, Travel & Tourism

All VA higher education institutions give credit for qualifying grades on Cambridge exams.

For more details, contact Janet.Swandol@cambridge.org
How well do the parts of your system work together?

Unify your district with Cognia® system accreditation that aligns elementary, middle, and high schools. As the most powerful form of improvement, our accreditation process uses research-based standards to examine a whole system. This approach offers coordinated horizontal and vertical progress for all levels of schools, so you ensure consistency and continuity in your work.

Find out more about system accreditation and ask about our personalized strategic planning, too. Contact Myra Sawyers Ed.D. Virginia Director, myra.sawyers@cognia.org.
GLOBAL CITIZENSHIP BEGINS IN VIRGINIA

For over 50 years EF has been working toward one global mission: Opening the World Through Education. Together with educators worldwide, we provide 21st century learning experiences that promote critical thinking, problem solving, collaboration and global competence. Teaching these skills is essential—teaching them in London, Paris or Beijing is transformative.

Our weShare platform helps students use their strengths to investigate an issue or topic that inspires them. They reflect on what they’ve learned through a post-tour project that gives meaning to their experiences—and can even earn academic credit.

BEGIN BUILDING AN INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM

Stephanie Lennon
Strategic Partnerships, Virginia
stephanie.lennon@ef.com
804-980-6819

GLOBAL STUDENT LEADERS SUMMITS
These extraordinary events combine educational tours and a two-day leadership conference, tackling significant global issues in places where they come to life. Students learn from experts such as Al Gore and Jane Goodall, and work together to design and present solutions.

SERVICE LEARNING TOURS
Work side-by-side with locals on community-driven projects in Africa, Asia or the Americas. EF partners with established non-profits and NGOs to make sure your contributions are both meaningful and sustainable.

EDUCATIONAL TOURS
Take students out of their comfort zones and into an experience that makes them more open-minded and confident. Your Tour Director will be with you every step of the way and expert local guides will explain the significance of the world’s most amazing locations.

LANGUAGE IMMERSION TOURS
To learn a new language, it helps to fall in love with where it’s from. Our Language Immersion Tours combine authentic cultural experiences with lessons taught at EF International Language Schools or out on the road. Each day’s theme connects the day’s lessons to hands-on activities and conversations with locals.
Did you know most classroom environments have one or more deficiencies?

Study after study concludes that a compromised learning environment negatively impacts students educational opportunities and outcomes.

**BEFORE ESG**

**AFTER ESG**

---

**ESG PROVIDES**

- A comprehensive analysis of your learning environments that defines the actionable deficiencies
- A holistic approach to facility analysis that typically identifies operating cost reductions able to fund all or part of the cost of needed upgrades
- An extensive track record and experience with assisting school districts

**TAKE THE FIRST STEP!**

Engaging Energy Systems Group to investigate your facilities will give you assurance that your facilities get a perfect grade.

If we find any deficiencies, we will work with you to create a specific, detailed plan to make the needed improvements while helping you maximize available funding sources.

---

**Contact ESG today**

**Cheryl Midkiff**
Account Executive
cmidkiff@esg.email (434) 333-5025
Haney Phinyowattanachip PLLC is an education law boutique that provides legal representation to school boards across Virginia. With more than 30 years of combined school law experience and an innovative approach to providing legal services, we are uniquely positioned to provide uncompromising service at an exceptional value. Please visit our website or email us for more information.

Stacy Haney  
(804) 500-0301  
shaney@haneyphinyo.com

Pakapon Phinyowattanachip  
(804) 500-0302  
pakaponp@haneyphinyo.com

R. Matthew Black  
(804) 500-0304  
mblack@haneyphinyo.com
SAY GOODBYE TO PAPER

with Permission CLICK

• Digitize & automate media releases, start-of-year packages, parent consent, and so much more
• 100% parent adoption (no app needed)
• SIS & notification integration built-in
• Auto-translate to 100+ languages

schoolmessenger.com/permission-click
info@schoolmessenger.com
High-Dosage Tutoring
Aligned To District Instruction

The first software platform designed to help K-12 schools and districts design, deliver and monitor their own tutoring programs.

Assign your own tutors or use ours
Deploy the right teachers and tutors based on the programs you design.

Integrated tutoring curriculum
Leverage packaged curriculum provided by Littera or connect district's digital curriculum.

Use district assessment data to identify students
Use your own data and set your own thresholds to determine which students would benefit from academic support.

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT WWW.LITTERAEDUCATION.COM
Dear Virginia School Superintendents,

1 in 8 kids in Virginia this year could face hunger and may be heading to school with empty stomachs. School meals remain critical to students’ well-being and readiness to learn. Your school nutrition program supports student excellence.

Virginia’s dedicated school nutrition professionals take extraordinary steps to ensure students across the state have access to the healthy school meals they need to learn, grow, and thrive. We commend your support of our school nutrition heroes as they continue to persevere despite the challenges and uncertainties of the past few years.

Sincerely, No Kid Hungry Virginia

NoKidHungry.org
Empowered learning starts here!

Pearson is the nation’s most comprehensive provider of assessment products, services, and solutions. We have been a trusted partner in district, state, and national assessments for more than 60 years.

We take a collaborative approach to solving persistent problems. Providing personalized and 1:1 support to help accelerate student achievement.

Explore at PearsonAssessments.com/Districts
Our services are customized to meet YOUR needs.

Our team of education professionals have a wealth of experience to address the challenges facing school divisions today.

ABOUT US

The Berkley Group is a Virginia based consulting firm that offers a range of services to meet the diverse needs of students, educators, and communities. We understand the challenges facing school divisions, because we have worked in them and continue to serve them proudly. As your trusted partner, we are committed to you and your school division's success!

SERVICES

EXECUTIVE COACHING
Building leadership capacity and supporting staff at all levels.

STRATEGIC PLANNING
For school divisions and governing bodies.

TEAM BUILDING
Customized professional learning and facilitation for school divisions.

CONTACT US TODAY!
540-560-2202
info@bgllc.net
www.bgllc.net
It’s time to Thank a Teacher!

Each year, the Virginia Lottery’s Thank a Teacher campaign encourages the public to send custom thank-you notes to Virginia’s K-12 public school teachers.

These thank-you notes are provided by the Virginia Lottery, and each contains a code that the teacher can use to enter a drawing for a chance to win a Virginia vacation and supplies for the teacher’s school!

Who:
Virginia public school students, parents and community members.

What:
A chance to thank your favorite public school teachers with a thank-you note from the Virginia Lottery!

When:
April 3, 2023 - May 12, 2023

Why:
The teacher could win a Virginia vacation and supplies for the teacher’s school!

How:
Visit thankateacherva.com for more information.

Scan the QR code for more information.
Anyone — No Really, Anyone — Can Do It

We've partnered with one of the country's foremost experts in the Orton-Gillingham multisensory method for reading intervention to create the Sonday System®, the only tool that gives anyone — from experienced reading educators to volunteer tutors — the opportunity to identify, intervene and help struggling students catch up with their peers using effective multisensory instruction.

1) Ease of use
Our six-step lesson plan is comprehensive and easy to follow, with all lessons prepared so teachers need very little prep time.

2) Efficiency
After just one day of training, educators are ready to provide effective multisensory lessons for reading.

3) Anyone can do it
From experienced reading educators to volunteer tutors, anyone can be highly effective using the program.

4) Experts on call
Our expert staff is available to provide ongoing support as needed through on-site or online services.

www.winsorlearning.com
info@winsorlearning.com

1-800-321-7585
Thank You to Our Business Members and Partners for Supporting VASS and the Superintendents in Virginia

View our online Partner Directory at vassonline.org